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Inductive inference (IIMs) are used to model, among other things, human 
language learning. Various restrictions on the behavior of IIMs are investigated, the 
question of interest being whether restricted IIMs can be as powerful as unrestricted 
IIMs. It is shown that set-driven IIMs are limited in power, whereas order-inde- 
pendent, rearrangement-independent, and prudent IIMs are not. The motivation of 
formal language learning theory from human language learning is questioned. 
‘c) 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
The subject of formal language learning can be described as the theory 
of learning from positive data. This learning situation arises whenever a 
learner is presented with a sequence of the elements of a set, from which 
it must construct a description of the set. The important point is that the 
learner is never told that something is not in the set. 
This theory received its first treatment in Gold’s seminal paper (Gold, 
1967); much further work can be found in (Feldman, 1972; Blum and 
Blum, 1975), and various papers by Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein (1982a, 
1982b, 1986; Osherson and Weinstein, 1982). Most of this work is aimed 
at two goals: characterizing the classes of formal languages that can be 
learned and determining the effects of various restrictions on the behavior 
of learners. We say that a restriction on the behavior of a learner “limits 
inferring power” if the set of restricted learners is not capable of learning 
all of the classes that can be learned by unrestricted learners. 
The main results of this paper (Theorems 13, 15, and 18) show that 
various restrictions do not limit inferring power. These results may simplify 
the task of characterizing the learnable classes. 
The original motivation for this theory (Gold, 1967) is the study of 
language learning in human children. This application of formal language 
learning learning theory was justified on the basis of psycholinguists’ claims 
that children were rarely informed of their grammatical errors during the 
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period that they were learning to speak. However, these claims are open to 
doubt; for discussion, see the final section of this paper. 
MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
N is the set of natural numbers (0, 1, 2,...}. The variables e and i range 
over N. A ranges over finite subsets of N. The variables a and b range over 
NW (*I. 
II/, 4+0, ... range over number-theoretic partial functioons. Sic/ is the 
domain of $ and p$ is the range of $. Ii/(x) 1 iff x E S+; $(x) t otherwise. 
4 is an arbitrary acceptable numbering of the partial recursive functions 
(Rogers, 1967); 0 is a step-counting function with respect to this enumera- 
tion. Wi = Sdi. 
A language is a recursively enumerable subset of N. E is the class of 
languages. L, Lo, . . . range over languages. If L is a language, i is a grammar 
for L iff Wi= L. 
A text is an infinite sequence of numbers and stars; that is to say, a total 
function from N to N u { *}. A segment is a finite sequence of numbers and 
stars. t ranges over texts; 6, oo, . . . range over segments. content(t) = 
pt - { *}; intuitively, it is the set of utterances in t. Similarly, content(o) = 
pa - (* >. t is fir L iff content(t) = L. 5 is in L iff content(o) s L. 
Note that 5 G t off 5 is an initial subsequence of t. Similarly, (TV z 5i iff 
5. is an initial subsequence of (TV. 0 is both the empty set and the empty 
sequence. ISJ is the cardinality of S; 151 is thereby the length of 5. Note 
that, if 5 # a, 101 = max(ba) + 1. If 0 # @, (T- is the unique segment such 
that (T- ~5 and 16-1 = ICI- 1. 
5 “y = 5 u { (151, y)}; that is, 5 “y is 5 extended by adding y to the end. 
Note that (5 ^ y)- = CJ. 
We assume some canonical indexing D of the finite subsets of N (see 
Rogers, 1967), and we identify Di with i. We take index to be any recursive 
function such that Vi[D,= Windex(i~l]. 
INDUCTIVE INFERENCE MACHINES 
An inductive inference machine (IIM) (Gold, 1967) is an algorithmic 
device which takes as its input a sequence of numbers (sentences, etc.) and 
stars, and which outputs, from time to time, a computer program. The 
variables 44, M’, . . . range over IIMs. 
At any moment an IIM has received only a finite sequence of numbers 
and stars. We write the most recent guess of M after receiving input u as 
M(5). We can assume, for the purposes of this paper without loss of 
generality (Blum and Blum, 1975) that the function that carries 5 to M(5) 
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is total; because M is an algorithmic device, that function is recursive. 
M(t) I= iiff (PoE t)[M(a) = i]. We write M(t)liff 3i[M(f) I= i]; if 
M(t) A= i we write M(t) for i. 
DEFINITION 1 (Gold, 1967). M TXTEX-identifies L on t iff M(t)1 and 
W M(t, = L. M TXTEX-identifies L iff M TXTEX-identifies L on every text 
for L. TXTEX(M) = {L c N: A4 TXTEX-identifies L}; TXTEX = {L c E: 
3M[L g TXTEX(M)]}. 
DEFINITION 2 (Osherson and Weinstein, 1982; Case and Lynes, 1982). 
A4 TXTBC-identifies L on t iff (Vaa E t( [ W,,,(o, = L]. A4 TXTBC-identifies 
L iff A4 TXTBC-identifies L on every text for L. TXTBC(M) = {LEN: 
M TXTBC-identifies L >; TXTBC = {L E E: 3M[L E TXTBC(M)] }. 
Suppose that a person’s brain contains a “linguistic module”; part of that 
module (the grammar part) contains that person’s current model of the 
syntax of his language. If a person’s language learning activity is properly 
modelled by an IIM that TXTEX-identifies his language, then the grammar 
part of his linguistic module reaches a steady state which recognizes 
utterances in this language. If a person’s language learning activity is 
properly modelled by an IIM that TXTBC-identities his language, then the 
grammar part of his linguistic module eventually recognizes utterances in 
his language and thereafter never loses that abililty, despite not necessarily 
having reached any steady state. 
SET-DRIVEN IIMs 
DEFINITION 3 (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1982a). M is set-driven 
iff its output depends only on the content of its input; that is, iff 
(Vu,, a,)[content(al) = content -+ M(cr,) = M(a,)]. 
Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein (1982) made the slightly overzealous 
claim that set-driven IIMs are not restricted in learning power (using the 
TXTEX criterion) relative to IIMs in general. Were their claim true, the 
proofs of the remaining results of this section would be vastly simpler. 
G. Schafer (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1986) independently disproved 
this claim. 
THEOREM 4. There is an IIM M such thal no set-driven IIM TXTBC- 
identifies TXTEX( M). 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let g be a recursive function which satisfies 
w  W&.(X) = (YEN: y>x}]. Let L be the class of languages {AzN: A 
finite and non-empty and ~min(A)(O)l} u { Wn(rJ: XE N and d,(O)t}. 
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CLAIM 1. L E TXTEX. 
Proof qf Claim 1. Let A4 be such that 
M(o) = 
i 
index(content(a)), if content(o) = rZr or @mln~cuntenl,o~~(0) G Ial; 
g(min(content(o))), otherwise. 
(1) 
Suppose L E L is given. If L is finite, it is non-empty and #min(Lj(0)J. Sup- 
pose t is any text for L. For all sufficiently long e in t, content(o) = L and 
~min(L)(O) < 101; which together imply that M(a) = index(content(a)) = 
index(L). Therefore, M(t) J = index(L). 
If L is infinite, L = Wg(min(L)) and ~min(L)(O)r. Suppose t is any text for L. 
For all sufticiently long D in t, min(L)Econtext(cr); because ~,i”(,,(O)Tt 
@. mln(rontent(a))(0)T; and hence Mb) = gW-04). 
In either case, M(t)1 and I+‘,,,,~,, = L. Q.E.D. 
CLAIM 2. There is no set-driven IIM, M,, with L E TXTBC(M,). 
Proof of Claim 2. Let M, be any set-driven IIM. Let seq be a recursive 
function such that for any finite set A, seq(A) is a segment such that con- 
tent(seq(A)) = A. For all 0, M,(o) = M,(seq(content(o))). 
By the Kleene recursion theorem, there exists a program e which 
searches for a non-empty finite set A and a number y such that (a) 
min(A I= e and -@I Y E WMs(sey(A)) -A. Upon succeeding, e halts (in 
particular, on input 0). There are two cases: 
Case 1. Q,(O)J. In this case, there are A and y satisfying (a) and (b). 
Because of (a), A is in L. Let t be a text for A; for any sufficiently 
large 0 in t, content(a)= A and hence M,(a)=M,(seq(A)). But 
Y E W,wsireq(/i 1) - 4 so WM~W E A. Therefore M, does not TXTBC-identify 
A. 
Case 2. d,(O)?. In this case, Wgce, is in L. Suppose by way of contradic- 
tion that M, TXTBC-identifies Wgce,, Let t be a text for Wglp,. For any suf- 
ficiently large c in t, e E content(a) and WWs(sey(conten,(ajjj = WMMscO) = Wgce,, 
which is infinite. For such c, there is a YE (W,,,S(content(,,))- content(c 
given such a y and taking A = content(a), (a) and (b) above are satisfied. 
But then e halts, a contradiction. Therefore, M, does not TXTBC-identify 
W g(e). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4 can be read as saying that it is worthwhile to have some time 
to think over one’s experiences; merely to experience something is not 
always sufficient to understand it. Note that the IIM constructed in 
Theorem 4 uses only the content and length of its input; that is, the set of 
utterances it has heard and the period of time over which it heard them. 
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ORDER-INDEPENDENCE AND OTHER PROPERTIES 
DEFINITION 5 (Blum and Blum, 1975). An IIM M is order-independent 
iff, for every LgTXTEX(A4) and every pair of texts t, and t, for L, 
M(l, I= M(t,). 
DEFINITION 6. An IMM M is rearrangement-independent iff, for every o1 
and oz with content = content and loi) = 1cr2/, M(a,) = M(a,). 
Rearrangement independence is a weakening of the notion of set-driven- 
ness. G. Schafer (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1986) defined this notion 
independently and proved a subcase of Theorem 13 below. 
DEFINITION 7. o is a TXTEX-stabilizing segment for L on M iff 
content(a) EL and, for all (r’ in L such that Q c g’, M(o’) = M(a). 
DEFINITION 8 (Blum and Blum, 1975; Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 
1982b). o is a TXTEX-locking segment for L on M iff cr is a TXTEX- 
stabilizing segment for L on M and WMcO) = L. 
LEMMA 9. If M TXTEX-identzj2es L, every TXTEX-stabilizing segment 
for L on M is a TXTEX-locking segment for L on M. 
The proof is obvious. 
LEMMA 10 (Blum and Blum, 1975; Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 
1982b). If M TXTEX-identlj?es L, then there is a TXTEX-locking segment 
for L on M. 
Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein (1982a) were led to the following defini- 
tion by consideration of certain models of language learning. In these 
models, which they call “prestorage” models, a grammar is chosen from a 
stored list based on the input. They do not make clear if the list is stored 
literally, as a table, in which case it must be finite; or whether the list is 
stored implicitly by way of a procedure for generating grammars. 
DEFINITION 11 (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1982a). M is TXTEX- 
prudent lff VG[W,,,,(,, E TXTEX(M)]. 
A TXTEX-prudent IIM never conjectures a grammar for a language that 
the IIM does not TXTEX-identify. A “prestorage” method of learning 
would be TXTEX-prudent if it could TXTEX-identify every language that 
has a grammar in the methods stored list. 
DEFINITION 12 (Case and Lynes, 1982). An IIM M is TXTBC-prudent 
iff VoC WMcoj E TXTBC( M)]. 
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The following kitchen sink theorem is a useful technical result and offers 
some direct insight into TXTEX-identification. The fact that order-inde- 
pendence and rearrangement-independence do not restrict inferring power, 
but set-drivenness does, suggests that time to “mull over the day’s events” 
is an essential requirement for language learning; order of exposure to 
sentences may not be as important. 
The proof of this theorem is an extension of the proof of the order-inde- 
pendence theorem in (Blum and Blum, 1975); in fact, all properties except 
(3) hold for the Blum construction. However, the properties beyond order- 
independence seem important in their own right; for example, property (4) 
settles an open question of (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1986). 
G. Schafer has independently proved a theorem corresponding to 
property (3) of Theorem 13 (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1986). 
THEOREM 13. From any IIM M one may effectively construct M’ such 
that ( 1) through (7) all hold: 
(1) TXTEX(M) & TXTEX( M’). 
(2) M’ is order-independent. 
(3) M’ is rearrangement-independent. 
(4) If M’ TXTEX-identifies any language L on some text for L, then 
M’ TXTEX-identifies L (on every text for L). 
(5) rf there is a TXTEX-locking segment for L on M’, 
L E TXTEX(M’). 
(6) rf L E TXTEX(M’), then all texts for L contain a TXTEX-locking 
segment for L on M. 
(7) If M is TXTEX-prudent, then so is M’. 
Note that none of properties (2) through (6) hold for all IIMs. 
Proof of Theorem 13. Let pad be a recursive one-to-one function such 
that [ WpudCiij = Wi]. Let visible(a) be {a’ < Iu(: content s content(o)}. 
visible(o) is finite and effectively computable from a; furthermore, visible(a) 
depends only on the content and length of cr. This helps guarantee (3). 
We will call oO a candidate stabilizing segment at o iff both content G 
content(o) and (Vo, E visible(a))[aO c cri + M(a,) = M(al)]. Note that the 
set of candidate stabilizing segments at 0 depends only on the content and 
length of a; again, this is important to guarantee (3). 
It is effectively decidable whether or not crO is a candidate stabilizing 
segment at 0. Furthermore, there is a candidate stabilizing segment at 
every cr. Every TXTEX-stabilizing segment co for L on M is a candidate 
stabilizing segment at every CJ in L such that content G content(o). 
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Finally, if go is a candidate stabilizing segment at almost all (T _C t, then 
cr,, is a TXTEX-stabililzing segment for content(t) on h4. 
Let M’ be such that M’(o) =pad(M(a,,), a,), where (rO is the least 
candidate stabilizing segment at o. M’ exists by the observations above. 
The properties of M’ follow from the following observation: Suppose t 
a text, and further suppose that there is at least one TXTEX-stabilizing 
segment for content(r) on M. Let G,, be the least such. Then 
M’(r) 1 = pad(M(a,), (T,,). The rest of the proof of Theorem 13 is omitted. 
PRUDENT IIMs SUFFICE 
Some workers in the field (Case, 1982; Weinstein, 1983) expected that 
TXTEX-prudence would restrict the TXTEX-inferring power of IIMs. 
However, we prove (Theorem 15) that this is not the case. 
Note that, if M is TXTEX-prudent, TXTEX(M) is a recursively 
enumerable (r.e.) class of languages. Thus, Theorem 15 reduces the 
problem of characterizing TXTEX-identifiable classes to the problem of 
characterizing r.e. TXTEX-identifiable classes. The following lemma of 
(Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1982a) is needed in the proof of 
Theorem 15. 
LEMMA 14. For any IIM M, if TXTEX(M) is an r.e. class of languages, 
then there is a TXTEX-prudent IIM M’ with TXTEX(M’( = TXTEX(M). 
Furthermore, M’ can be effectively constructed from A4 and an enumeration 
ox TXTEX(M). 
THEOREM 15. For every IIM M, there is a TXTEX-prudent IMM M’ 
with TXTEX(M) s TXTEX(M’). 
Proof of Theorem 15. We assume without loss of generality that 
0 E TXTEX(M). By Lemma 14, it is sufficient to show the existence of an 
IIM IM” such that TXTEX(M)GTXTEX(M”) and TXTEX(A4”) is an r.e. 
class of languages. We consider two cases: 
Case 1. NETXTEX(M). Theorem 13 allows us to obtain M” that 
satisfies TXTEX(M) E TXTEX(M”) and conclusion (5) of Theorem 13; 
that is, if there is a TXTEX-locking segment for L on M”, then LE 
TXTEX(M”). By the s-m-n theorem, there is a recursive f such that for all 
0, program f(a) behaves as follows, where the phases are run one after the 
other: 
Phase 1. f(c) searches for the elements of content(a) in WMZs,O,. 
Upon succeeding for all elements of content( S(a) starts Phase 2. 
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Phase 2. f(cr) simultaneously executes Phases 2a and 2b. 
Phase 2a. f(a) searches for cr’ in IV,.,,, such that g E (T’ and 
M”(O) # M”(a’). Upon succeeding, f(o) halts Phase 2 and starts 
Phase 3. 
Phase 2b. f(a) enumerates elements of WM..(nj into lVrc,,. 
Phase 3. f(a) enumerates all of N into Wrc,,. 
Suppose we are given L ETXTEX(M”). Let e be a TXTEX-locking seg- 
ment for L on M”. f(a) will complete Phase 1 because content(a) c L = 
W M,,(Oj. However, f(o) will never finish Phase 2; in order to do so it would 
have to find (T’ in WMztcg, = L such that (T G g’ and M”(a) #M”(a’), which 
is impossible by choice of cr. Therefore, Phase 2b will run without halting 
and WfcD, = Wwi+,, = L. Thus TXTEX(A4”) 2 ( W;: id pf}. 
Suppose we are given a segment cr. Consider the operation of f(a). There 
are three cases. 
If Phase 1 does not halt, WfcO, = @ E TXTEX(A4”). 
If Phase 1 halts but Phase 2 does not, Phase 2b runs forever and 
W f(u) = Wm%). Furthermore, CJ must be a TXTEX-stabilizing segment for 
W M(o, on M”, since otherwise the search in Phase 2a would succeed. But 
M”(a) is certainly a grammar for W, 11(Oj, so (T is a TXTEX-locking 
segment for WMM”,O, on M”. Because M” satisfies (5) in Theorem 13, 
W M,,,oj E TXTEX(M”). 
If Phases 1 and 2 halt, Phase 3 is run and Wfcn, = N E TXTEX(M) 5 
TXTEX(M”). In any case, Wf,,,~TXTERX(M”), and Theorem 15 is 
established for Case 1. 
Case 2. N $TXTEX(M). We first constuct M” such that for all cr, if 
content(a) is an initial segment of N, then M”‘(a)= index(content(a)); 
otherwise, M”‘(O) = M(a). Clearly, if L is a finite initial segment of N, M”’ 
TXTEX-identifies L. 
CLAIM 1. TXTEX( M) E TXTEX(M”‘). 
Proof of Claim 1. Suppose that LETXTEX(M) is given. If L is an 
initial segment of N, L must be finite because M does not TXTEX-identify 
N. But then LeTXTEX(M”‘). 
If L is not an initial segment of N, there are numbers x and y such that 
x < y, x 4 L, and y E L. Let t be any text for L. For any sufficiently large 
r~ in t, ye content(a) but x#content(a) so content(a) is not an initial 
segment of N (it has a “hole” at x) and M”‘(a)= M(o). Therefore M”’ 
TXTEX-identifies L. Q.E.D. 
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Theorem 13 allows us to obtain M” that satisfies TXTEX(M”‘)E 
TXTEX(M”) and conclusion (5) of Theorem 13; that is, if there is a 
TXTEX-locking segment for L on M”, then L E TXTEX(M”). By the s-m-n 
theorem, there is a recursive f such that for all 6, program f(a) behaves 
as follows, where the phases are run one after the other: 
Phase 1. f(a) searches for the elements of content in IV,,,,,+,,. 
Upon succeeding for all elements of content(a), f(a) starts Phase 2. 
Phase 2. f(g) simultaneously executes Phases 2a and 2b. 
Phase 2a. f(a) searches for 0’ in Ww.,(O, such that 0 E CJ’ and 
M”(g) # M”(a’). Upon succeeding, f(a) halts Phases 2a and 2b and 
starts Phase 3. 
Phase 2b. f (0) enumerates one element at a time from WMu”(,,, into 
IVfco,. It maintains a record of the largest element so enumerated. 
Phase 3. f(c) enumerates into Wrcc, every element less than or equal 
to the largest element enumerated in Phase 2b. 
We wish to prove that TXTEX(M”)= { W,: i~pf }. TXTEX(M”)z 
( W,: i E pf) follows just as in Case 1. Suppose we are given a segment 0. 
Consider the operation of f(a). If Phase 1 or Phase 2 fails to halt, that 
WrC,, ETXTEX(M”) follows just as in Case 1. If Phases 1 and 2 halt, 
Phase 3 is run and WfCg, is an initial segment of N and therefore is in 
TXTEX(M”). Q.E.D. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 16. For every IIM M, there exists a prudent, rearrange- 
ment-independent, order-independent IIM M’ such that TXTEX(M) c 
TXTEX(M’) and conclusions (4) through (6) of Theorem 13 hold with 
respect to M’. 
MONOTONIC IIMs SUFFICE 
DEFINITION 17 (Osherson, Stob, and Weinstein, 1986). An IIM M is 
monotonic iff, whenever M TXTEX-identifies L on a text t, then M also 
succeeds on any other text t’ for L with is obtained from t by replacing any 
finite initial segment with another, possibly of a different length. 
Theorem 18 answers open problem 4.6.3A of (Osherson, Stob, and 
Weinstein, 1986). 
THEOREM 18. For every IIM M, there exists a monotonic IIM M’ such 
that TXTEX(M) E TXTEX(M). 
The IIM M’ of Theorem 13 s&ices by its property (4). 
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DISCUSSION 
S. Kurtz and J. Royer (1988), building on our methods, have proved that 
one can effectively construct a prudent IIM which identifies at least as 
much as a given IIM. They have also extended their result to TXTBC- 
prudence. 
We now return to a consideration of the motivations of the formalism of 
their paper. Gold (1967) suggested that children might become aware of 
the ungrammaticality of an utterance by noticing that it failed to produce 
the desired effect. The literature of speech-language pathology and 
linguistics contains extensive refutations of the claim that children receive 
data. Brown and Bellugi (1972) (see also Dale, 1976) observe that when a 
child expresses a thought incorrectly, an adult will often supply an “expan- 
sion,” which correctly communicates the underlying meaning, Other, more 
complex, forms of correction are also given by adults. These corrections 
seem to provide much more information than isolated positive examples; 
unfortunately, it is difficult to describe that additional information. 
Thus, it seems that direct application of the results of formal language 
learning theory to human language learning is unlikely; however, the 
problem of learning from positive data arises in many other contexts. 
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